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Summary 
 
Davidson attempts to highlight the great attributes and contributions of one particular man, Philip 
Lindsley, in his article. The account follows the arrival of Lindsley, as president of the new 
University of Nashville (formerly Cumberland College), in 1825. Over the next twenty-five 
years, through pure force of will and determination, Lindsley transformed a small college into a 
major university and the entire perception on teaching/learning in Tennessee into a respected 
institution. In his inaugural address upon arrival, Lindsley outlined his devotion to education 
when he declared that, “Learning cannot be inherited like money and lands. The same tedious, 
painful process must be repeated with every new generation” (327). Here, Lindsley, attests to the 
difficult nature and challenges that face those engaged in teaching, on any level. The goal and 
challenge facing Lindsley lay in the need for Tennessee to find a way to retain its “best youth” 
who might “cross the Mountains or the Ocean in search of knowledge, and carrying along with 
them two to five hundred thousand dollars a year” (328). Lindsley’s focus in education lay in the 
idea that education “was a necessity to a free people” and not merely “a trophy . . . for those 
already endowed with wealth and talent” (330). What Lindsley achieved set an idea down in 
concrete that education belonged to all men and should be accessible such. 
 
Analysis 
 
The true value in Philip Lindsley’s efforts lay not in the physical transformation (and eventual 
destruction during the Civil War) of the University of Nashville, but in the devotion to the 
improvement of the accessibility of higher education to all men. This elimination of the 
preconceptions that University education belonged to wealthy and elite opened the door for 
changes in “the educational standards” (330). The assertion of Davidson’s title, of the teacher as 
a kind of prophet fits in Lindsley’s ideal of a teacher suited as the elevator of the common man. 
The avocation and perseverance of Lindsley’s own personal crusade brought about a major 
change in the perceptions of education in Tennessee. Lindsley put it that the reasoning against 
change is often found in “The habits of society [which] cannot be easily changed; and it is 
seldom that any one dares to oppose them…[thus] ‘We must take society as it is, not as it should 
be,’ is the usual apology for whatever evils happen to be tolerated in the community” (329). It 
was the vision, Lindsley’s vision, that did oppose such reasoning and laid out a method and 
ideology that survived fire and war to remain as a principle idea in the realm of higher education. 
 


